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       Homeownership gap persists in
every city in the united states
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As of 2017, the disparity between Black and 
white homeownership in the United States has 
peaked at 30.1%.1 This number has increased in 
recent years—Black families were dispropor-
tionately harmed in the housing market crash 
of 2008, and Black homeownership rates have 
struggled to recover since. 

What’s the cause?
$ $

family wealth

Familial homeownership is the primary 
determining factor of whether or not 
somebody will be able to purchase a 
home in their lifetime.² However, home 
equity is also the greatest source family 
wealth.³ In 2016, the average net worth 
of a Black household was one-tenth of 
the average white household. A 
significant wealth gap persists at all 
educational attainment levels, 
highlighting the importance of policy 
that empowers first-generation buyers 
to break the cyclical weath gap.4

$
predatory lending

Well-qualified Black buyers are 2.8 
times more likely to be offered 
high-risk, high-interest mortgages 
than white buyers.⁵ This is often due 
to predatory targeting of minority 
neighborhoods by subprime lenders. 
Since racially segregated neighbor-
hoods often lack access to reputa-
ble lending institutions, these 
racist practices nearly double 
foreclosure rates for Black 
homeowners.⁶ 

access to credit

As we know, wealth begets wealth. 
racist Federal Housing Administration 
policies throughout the 20th century 
codified the denial of credit to Black 
families during the post-WWII housing 
boom. In turn, many Black families have 
been unable to benefit from the 
appreciation of home equity that white 
families have. These policies have 
resulted in limited mortgage options 
for first-generation Black homeowners 
and increased dependence on subprime 
mortgages.⁷ 

income inequality
Although income inequality is not the entire 
story, it certainly is a factor. Decomposi-
tions reveal that about half of the gap can 
be attributed to income inequality—Lower 
homeownership gaps are seen cities with 
relatively little income inequality, most 
notably the military cities of Killeen, TX and 
Fayetteville, NC.⁸ However, even Black 
households in the upper quintile of income 
average a net worth only 51% of their white 
peers’.⁴ The best policy solutions will 
address the homeownership gap as a 
function of wealth inequality, rather than 
income inequality.

71.9%
of white families own their homes

41.8%
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although average household income for black 
families has increased in the past ten years, 
black homeownership has remained relatively 
stagnant since the 1960s.1

so,

the
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Homeownership means opportunity

equitable policy to build home equity
we need
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discriminatory federal policy 
has set the median black 
family 10 times back from the 
median white family in terms 
of household wealth.

the cost of the homeownership gap is far greater than a place to 
live—it’s costing black families opportunity to accumulate 
wealth between generations.
this impact is cyclical: by limiting means for black families to accumulate wealth, 20th 
century policies like ‘redlining’, which denied housing to black americans in certain 
neighborhoods, hamper present-day access to credit,
leading to an equally persistent 
wealth gap
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household wealth, or net worth, refers to the difference between total assets and total debts. it 
greatly determines whether a family will be able to purchase a home—but home equity is the 
greatest driver of americans’ net worth.³

so, how can policy uplift wealth for those who have been held back?

Although cities with low Black homeownership, 
such as Pittsburgh, PA and Youngstown, OH have 
high numbers of homes $70,000 and below, only 25% 
of these homes are mortgaged. This is due to the 
infrequency of federally-backed small-dollar 
loans.⁹ Research has shown that increasing 
availability of mortgages under $70,000 through 
appraisal waivers, loan officer compensation, and 
other federal lending credits would incentivize 
reputable lenders to finance smaller purchases.10 
By allowing buyers to establish equity on small 
purchases, federal policy could allow first-gener-
ation homebuyers to build their assets on secure 
mortgages. a bipartisan bill, hr 5931, is currently 
on the senate floor to investigate this option. 

federally-backed 
small-dollar mortgages

alternative 
credit metrics 

While longtime renters often have little 
credit history, they do have a rent payment 
history. By standardizing credit metrics to 
allow rent payment history, those who are 
“credit invisible”, or have no to little credit 
history, could establish portfolios over the 
course of their tenancy. Implementation 
would be costly, since credit evaluation 
metrics are private services, but research 
into a public credit score option suggests 
that such a metric would decrease reliance 
on predatory lenders and increase 
first-generation homeownership.11

public loan 
counseling

In solving the issue of spatial targeting and 
misinformation for first-time Black buyers, 
expansion of HUD accredited loan counselors would 
decrease predatory lending. While many banks and 
credit unions provide this service automatically, 
only 27% of Black buyers receive professional 
support, whereas 47% of white buyers use these 
services.⁷ Under the Dodd-Frank act, HUD provides 
contracted counseling, which primarily serves 
low-income Black and Latinx buyers. Research 
showed that HUD’s pre-purchase counseling reduced 
foreclosures by 40%, and post-purchased counsel-
ing reduced re-defaulting by 70%.12 Making this 
service public and expanding its reach would likely 
show increasing results.

black americans generally 
depend more on family assets to 
make initial payments on homes, 
so net worth has an outsized 
impact in black purchasing 
power.²
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